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Typical Electrical Layout for 
Illuminated Bollards / Beacon 

on Refuge Islands 
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Disclaimer : 

Description:

Notes 

1. The beacon column dimensions will varyDiag. 610 "Keep Left" 300/600mm 5m, Raise and Lower refuge beacon to Diag. 610 "Keep Left" 300/600mm 
according to signage area attached andaspect bollard with lower amber panels Appx 12/1 sleeved in a galvanised aspect bollard with lower amber panels 
hence the diameter of the sleeved socket.Baselit illuminated bollard to Appx 14/5 socket* if specified Baselit illuminated bollard to Appx 14/5 

mounted on installation duct chamber to mounted on installation duct chamber to 

F/B 
1 (10 Amps) (* See Street Lighting for Specification details)TD7/12/16A TD7/12/16A 
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Earth rodAccess box to TD7/14/6B 

2. 24V AC alternative may be preferred.6/3c 
Island layouts remain as shown. 

F Beacon 3. Islands may be fed from feeder pillar
(4 Amps) instead of column. 
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B1 4. Overseeing Authority to provide details of
50mmØ100mmØ F (Variant) upon request.B2>800 E Bollard 

(2 Amps) 5. Illuminated signs may be fixed to refuge 
beacons as required. 

D Bollard100mm² HDPE orange cable 
50mm² HDPE orange (2 Amps)Island layout duct across road to a minimum 6/3c cable duct to Appx 5/2 at adiagrammatic only. cover of 750mm with Type Z 
minimum depth of 450mmBed and Surround L 

VARIES VARIES VARIES 

Baselit illuminated bollard as above - with Baselit illuminated bollard as above - with 
installation duct chamber + extended root to installation duct chamber to TD7/12/16A 
TD7/12/16B 
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B1 B2 
50mm² HDPE orange cable duct to Appx 5/2 

F/B 
1 (6 Amps)

Type Z Bed at 250mm depth 

6/3c 

E Bollard 
(2 Amps)

Island layout 
diagrammatic only. 

D BollardVARIES VARIES VARIES 

100mm² HDPE orange cable duct Type Z Bed at 750mm depth 

(2 Amps) 
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